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Chaucer extends its award winning Graduate Programme to Denmark

At Chaucer, the specialist Lloyd’s insurance group, we are extending our award winning Graduate
Programme to Denmark , as we begin our search for a talented graduate to join us, initially at our
Headquarters at the heart of the Lloyd’s market in London, and then as an underwriting team member
at Chaucer Copenhagen.

This is a unique opportunity to be part of the Lloyd’s market and
to gain underwriting training and knowledge with one of the most
respected and leading managing agents in London. Over your 18
months on the Programme, our specialist placements across the
business will familiarise you with all the key areas of the
underwriting process, including risk selection, pricing and
placement, account management and reinsurance.

Following successful completion of our Programme, you will assume a permanent underwriting role at
Chaucer Copenhagen, which provides a platform for our specialty products and Lloyd’s capacity in
Europe. Our Copenhagen office provides underwriting expertise and delivers a first class multilingual
service to European clients seeking specialty Property, Marine and Accident and Health insurance
solutions.

Headquartered in London, we have international operations in Copenhagen and Singapore, and
affiliate offices in Miami and New York, providing access to high quality business worldwide.

Catriona McCaughey, our Talent and Development Consultant commented:

“Our Underwriting Graduate Programme has been a huge success in London since launching in
2009, and thanks to our Graduates we have been voted the ‘Best Graduate Employer in Insurance
and Accounting’ for the last four years on Job Crowd, the UK’s leading graduate review website.
This year, we were also proud winners of the ‘Best Support’ Award in the smaller employer
category.

We are extremely excited at the prospect of extending our programme to talented graduates in
Denmark who wish to embark on an insurance career.

With our comprehensive induction and training, development support and a series of structured
placements across the business, we are confident that our programme provides graduates with all
the skills required to become a first class underwriter.”

If you would like to apply for this exciting international opportunity, our website has all the
information you need to apply: http://www.chaucerplc.com/careers/graduates-apprentices/. Our
deadline for applications is 30 June.
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